“Golf Ball” Dome?

- This is from [MGS Image m1501228](#). This looks to me like some half-buried domed structure, with ribbing showing through.
- I could find no NASA (or other “qualified” explanation for this structure) – only questions.
- Perhaps it is even a Geodesic Dome:

Cydonia and... Avebury (UK)

- David Percy notes the significant correspondence between Spiral Mound/Silbury Hill and the Cydonia crater/Avebury Circle – see [http://www.aulis.com/mars.htm](http://www.aulis.com/mars.htm). Other features also show unexplained correspondence.
“Caterpillar”

- 3.3 km (2 miles) below the “Golf Ball” is this structure (on image strip m1501228)
- I couldn’t find any explanation from NASA about this image.
- This page: http://palermoproject.com/lowell2004/grandcentral.htm has an analysis of this image, and states that the MOLA data for this image is under “Peer Review” and therefore not accessible.
- More on the USGS Web Site if you want to check it yourself!

“Inca City” - 1

- From the MSSS Web site:
- Mariner 9 image DAS 8044333
- “‘Inca City’ is the informal name given by Mariner 9 scientists in 1972 to a set of intersecting, rectilinear ridges that are located among the layered materials of the south polar region of Mars. Their origin has never been understood; most investigators thought they might be sand dunes, either modern dunes or, more likely, dunes that were buried, hardened, then exhumed.”
Gusev Crater

- A comparison between the publicly accessible Mars Express Images and those from MGS.
- This is where the Spirit Rover has landed.
- These images seem to support the claim that either NASA images have been filtered and/or camera equipment designed deliberately to be insensitive to the detection of Chlorophyll (the compound responsible for photosynthesis in plants).

Viking – Did it Indeed Discover Microbial Life?

- Space.com, 28 July 2001: Several scientists have found compelling evidence that Viking Mars landers did indeed discover life on the red planet in 1976. A re-examination of findings relayed to Earth by the probes some 25 years ago, claim the experts, show the tell-tale signs of microbes lurking within the Martian soil… The inventor of the Labelled Release experiment, Gilbert Levin said "The Viking LR experiment detected living microorganisms in the soil of Mars," He added that after years of tests, and over two dozen non-biological explanations later, "none of the many attempts to establish the oxidant’s mimicry of the LR data did so."
Another Oddity Just Lying Around..

Hmmmm, I wonder why this “random rock formation” lies like this….

http://marsrover.nasa.gov/gallery/all/2/p/513/2P171912249EFFAAL4P2425R1M1.JPG

What Colour is the Sky on Mars?

NASA’s own version is on the left. A re-processing of the data with properly adjusted filters gives the image on the right.
MUD ON MARS!

How can these ridges form in dry, dusty sand?

Scientists are intrigued by the marks Spirit's airbags left on the surface. The soil shows an unusual cohesiveness, almost as if the soil grains were stuck together like mud.

Steve Squyres is also puzzled: "The way in which the surface has responded is bizarre. It looks like mud, but it can't be mud."

What Colour is the Sky on Mars?

- Richard Hoagland states that when Viking Landed on Mars, the initial pictures showing a Grey/Bluish sky (left) were deliberately changed, in the 1st 2 hours, to show the reddish colour (right).

- Barry E. DiGregorio and Dr Gilbert V. Levin corroborate this story in a book called Mars: The Living Planet (ISBN: 1883319587)
Why isn’t NASA talking about the Fossils on Mars?

http://xenotechresearch.com/spicrin1.htm

http://www.xenotechresearch.com/mk443a.htm

Life on Mars?

Check the Original NASA Data!